APPLICATION IN PRACTICE

Review for choosing the correct BLDC controller
Vasil Vasilev, Emil Vladkov
The article presents a review of how to pick or design the correct most cost-effective BLDC
(Brushless Direct Current) motor controller to fit the needs of the project. After a brief overview of
the history and presenting what is a BLDC motor and how it can be controlled, where it is mostly
used today and what were the improvements done throughout the years, the focus falls mainly on what
are the characteristics and principal of work of the mainstream BLDC controllers. After that, the
article explains what are the main parameters that needs to be considered in order to pick or design
the best motor controller for the needs of the project. The article ends with conclusion that reiterates
the importance of clear idea of what the requirements are and how they will be fulfilled depending on
three key parameters efficiency, reliability and price.
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Преглед за избор на правилен контролер за БДПТ (Васил Василев, Емил Владков).
Статията представя преглед на това как да се подбере или проектира коректно найрентабилният БДПТ (безчетков двигател на постоянен ток) за да отговаря на нуждите на
проекта. След кратък обзор на историята, се представя какво представлява БДПТ и как
може да бъде управляван, къде най-често се използва в днешно време и какви са подобренията
извършвани през годините, фокуса пада главно на това какви са характеристиките и
принципа на работа на БДПТ контролерите. След това статията продължава с обяснение на
това какви са основните параметри, които е необходимо да се обмислят, за да може да се
подбере или проектира най-подходящият контролер за нуждите на проекта. Статията
завършва със заключение, което отново подчертава важността за ясната представа какви
са изискванията и как те ще бъдат изпълнени в зависимост от три ключови параметъра
ефективност, надеждност и цена.

I. Brief history of the development of BLDC
motors
The inventors of the electric motors knew that
permanent magnetic motors had severe limitations as
far as their practical application was concerned. In
1882, electrician John Urquhart wrote in his treatise
on electro-motors that “when the electro-motive
machine is intended to exert any considerable amount
of energy, it is advisable to replace the permanent
magnets by electro-magnets. A considerable increase
of power is yielded by motors when furnished with
electro-magnets in place of PMs. Moreover, the size
and weight of the motor may be greatly diminished.
The cost is much less, and the machine is capable of
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converting a much larger power of current into
mechanical effect.“ [1]. Back then the problem was
lack of knowledge of how to create better magnetic
materials. They used only naturally occurring
magnetite. But in the early beginnings of the century,
the world saw what can be described as a renaissance
in the discovery of new types of magnetic materials
such as carbon, cobalt and wolfram steel. However,
the quality of the materials was still very poor. It
wasn’t until the invention of the Alnico magnets
(Aluminum, Nickel and Cobalt) (Fig.1), that the world
would have a high quality magnet that could be used
for a lot of applications and opened the door for the
return of PM (permanent magnet) motors [2].
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The composition of alnico alloys is typically 8–
12% Al, 15–26% Ni, 5–24% Co, up to 6% Cu, up to
1% Ti, and the balance is Fe. The development of
alnico began in 1931, when T. Mishima in Japan
discovered that an alloy of iron, nickel, and aluminum
had a coercivity of 400 oersteds (32 kA/m), double
that of the best magnet steels of the time [3]. In the
1950s, ferrite (ceramic) permanent magnets appeared
and were used in motors for small appliances. But,
during 1960s, another significant step occurred in the
expanded use of PMs in electric motors when the
compounds of rare-earth metals (samarium) and cobalt
were invented.

Fig. 1. Alnico5. The metal bar (bottom) is a keeper.
This helps to preserve the magnetization.

They were important improvement, but they were
overshadowed by the invention of neodymium-ironboron PMs in the 1980s [4] which “yielded both a
higher energy product and were more common than
the rare samarium and cobalt. [2]” It was not until the
1970s that brushless PM DC motors began surfacing
in the marketplace. The delay was due not only to the
development of high energy PMs, but also the
development of power devices and electronic
controllers that could replace mechanical commutation
with electronic commutation. [5] By numerous
experiments and practices, the electronic commutation
brushless motor was developed with the help of Hall
elements in 1962, which started a new era in
production of BLDC motors. In the 1970s, a magnet
sensing diode, whose sensitivity is almost thousands
of times greater than that of the Hall element, was
used successfully for the control of BLDC motor. In
1978, the Indramat branch of Mannesmann
Corporation of the Federal Republic of Germany
launched the MAC brushless DC motor and its drive
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system on Trade Shows in Hanover, which showed
that the BLDC motor had entered into the practical
stage. After that a global research on development of
that type of motors began. Trapezoid-wave/squarewave and sine-wave BLDC motors were developed
successfully. These motors can be considered as
permanent magnet motors where rotor position
detection is used to control the commutation in order
to ensure self-synchronization operation without
starting windings. Since then the development of the
magnet materials, micro and power electronics,
detection techniques and especially the power
switching devices (IGBT, IGCT and MOSFET’s),
BLDC motors are getting better and more efficient and
are growing towards intelligent, high-frequency and
integrated direction. During the late 1990’s computer
and
control
theories
developed
rapidly
Microprocessors such as (MCU’s, DSP’s, FPGA’s and
CPLD’s) made possible better and more efficient way
of controlling the BLDC motors.
Moreover, a series of control strategies and
methods such as sliding-mode variable structure
control, neural-network control, fuzzy control, active
disturbance rejection control, adaptive control etc., are
now integral part of the BLDC control systems,
because these methods can improve performance,
minimize torque-ripple, improve the dynamic and
steady-states speed response and improve the stability
of the system in some extent [5]. These days BLDC
motors can be found everywhere in our daily lives in
HDD’s, PC cooling fans, RC toys, drones, industrial
automation, satellites, CNC machines, 3D printers,
electric cars, etc.
II. BLDC controllers – what are they
As mentioned, BLDC motors are not selfcommutating thus, they require more complicated
control (Fig.2).
BLDC motor control requires knowledge of the
rotor position and mechanism to commutate the
motor. If closed-loop speed control is used there are
two additional requirements, measurement of the
motor speed and/or motor current and presence of
PWM signal to control the motor speed and power
(using PWM, VSI can control the current passing
through the motor windings thus controlling the
speed). Depending on the application requirements,
BLDC motors can use edge-aligned or center-aligned
PWM signals. Most applications, that only require
variable speed operation, will use six independent
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Fig.2. Block diagram of sensorless control of the
BLDC motor drive system.

edge aligned PWM signals, which provides the
highest resolution. To create the edge-aligned PWM
(Fig.3), a timer or counter circuit counts upward from
zero to a specified maximum value, called the
‘period’.

(PHASEx) because the Independent Time Base
counter in the PWM generator is counting up and then
counting down during the cycle.

Fig. 4. Center-Aligned PWM.

Fig.3. Edge-Aligned PWM.

Another register contains the duty cycle value,
which is constantly compared with the timer (period)
value. When the timer or counter value is less than or
equal to the duty cycle value, the PWM output signal
is asserted. When the timer value exceeds the duty
cycle value, the PWM signal is deasserted. When the
timer is greater than or equal to the period value, the
timer resets itself, and the process repeats. When
operating in Center-Aligned mode (Fig.4), the
effective PWM period is twice the value that is
specified in the PWMx Primary Phase-Shift registers
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The up and down count sequence doubles the
effective PWM cycle period. This mode is used in
many motor control and uninterrupted power supply
applications [6]. If the application requires servopositioning, dynamic braking, or dynamic reversal, it
is recommended that complementary center-aligned
PWM signals be used. To sense the rotor position
BLDC motors, use Hall Effect sensors to provide
absolute position sensing. This results in more wires
and higher cost. Sensorless BLDC control eliminates
the need for Hall effect sensors, using the back-EMF
(electromotive force) of the motor instead to estimate
the rotor position. Sensorless control is essential for
low-cost variable speed applications such as fans,
pumps, drones. Some refrigerator and air conditioning
compressors also require sensorless control when
using BLDC motors [7].
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Fig. 1. Typical construction of sensored BLDC controller.

Sensored commutation
Typically, these controllers consist of MCU that
controls a driver (integrated circuit) using PWM
signals, which in turn drives 6 power transistors
(usually MOSFETs if the motor is low voltage as in
ESC that are used in RC toys and drones) (Fig.5).
The voltage source inverter drives the motor. To
know the correct moment to commutate the winding
currents a position sensor is necessary. Many BLDC
motor vendors supply motors with a three-element
Hall Effect position sensor [8]. Each sensor element
outputs a digital high level for 180 electrical degrees
of electrical rotation, and a low level for the other 180
electrical degrees. The three sensors are offset from
each other by 60 electrical degrees so that each sensor
output is in alignment with one of the electromagnetic
circuits as shown on Fig.6.
That information is fed to the MCU so it knows
when to create the next trigger. Using this method, the
motor can be triggered precisely thus giving the ability
to rotate in all rated speeds with rated torque. BLDC
with hall-effect sensors can be used in places where
extremely accurate and smooth movements are
required. The motor can start operation quickly and
precisely from zero moving speed. It also can maintain
slow speeds of rotation very accurately. The downside
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of that method is that it creates a close loop system
which relies only on feedback sensors so in
applications where there is a lot of dust, vibration and
moisture, they can fail as a result of sensor
performance [9].

Fig. 6. Relationship between sensor outputs and
the required motor drive voltages.

Sensorless commutation
In order to bypass additional sensors, it is possible
to determent when to commutate the motor using the
BEMF (back electromotive force) voltage on one of
the not driven phases (Fig.7).
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Fig.7. How to use BEMF to generate new integrated value for correct commutation.

There are several disadvantages using this method
of commutation. The motor must move at minimum
rate in order to generate sufficient back EMF so it can
be sensed. Sudden changes in the motor load can
cause BEMF to drift out of lock. The BEMF voltage
can be measured only when the speed of rotation is in
range of the ideal commutation rate for applied
voltage. Commutation at rates faster than the ideal rate
will cause interrupts in the motor movement. One way
to know when exactly to trigger commutation is by
monitor all three phase terminal voltages and VDC via
voltage dividers fed into the ADC. Then detect during
appropriate sectors when the phase BEMFs cross ½
Vdc. Only one phase voltage needs to be monitored
for a given sector. Measurement of the time for 60°,
the time between zero crossings, by using one of the
timers available in the microcontroller follows.
Dividing this value by two and loading it into another
timer, the implicit 30° offset required for correct
commutation can be cancelled [10]. This of course
implies that all triggering will be done by assuming
constant velocity and no deviation on the load,
moreover with the decelerating of the motor the
BEMF signal reduces its amplitude which is the
reason why that method of driving an BLDC has
minimum operating speed. Simply said all the
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triggering is based on predicting future events. This
will result of a rough and inefficient driving of the
motor if the load and speed changes. A better way to
drive a BLDC motor is to integrate the BEMF signal
and create a less noisy signal for commutation. When
commutation take place, spikes with opposite charge
will occur because of the inductance of the coils in the
motor. Then the MCU starts to integrate (1) the BEMF
signal with the integration starting at the point when
the BEMF the signal passes through 0 (red area under
the slope). Integration of the linear waveform (BEMF
signal from the unpowered phase) will result in a
quadratic waveform (magnetic flux 𝜆) which can be
used to commutate the motor if certain threshold value
is reached. Increasing or decreasing that threshold will
affect the speed

at which the motor operates

(Fig.8).
The most significant benefit of using this method is
that it has speed invariant performance – meaning that
commutation will occur always in the correct moment
even if the speed is changing dynamically [11].
(1)

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 =

=

.

=
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 Sensorless BLDC using additional signal created
from the BEMF is the best way to drive such a
motor. Just because a new signal (integral of the
BEMF – magnetic flux) is created precise
commutation can be triggered thus increasing the
reliability of the motor during rapid changes in
the speed caused by load change [12].
 Torque, speed selection

Fig. 8. Idealized phase BEMF waveforms.

III.

Main parameters
controller

of

an

BLDC

 The first and most important step is to make
sure what is the type of motor that needs to be driven –
brushless DC motor (BLDC) with sensors or
sensorless BLDC. Depending on the goals of the
project both types can be used with different strengths
in different fields.
 Sensored BLDC using hall effect sensors present
a very robust solution. The speed of the motor
can be controlled precisely to zero and keep very
low speeds of rotation accurately. But there are
some problems associated with these hall effect
sensors and the most obvious one is the
additional cost for the sensors and wires which
can lead to additional problem with the loss of
signal quality when appreciable distance between
the controller and the motor is reached. The
second problem is reliability – sensors will be
connected with additional connections they will
need additional power and if one of the sensors or
the power to the sensor fails the ability to control
the motor is lost.
 Sensorelss BLDC using the feedback from the
BEMF during the unpowered state of the coil is
one of the first methods used for driving such
motors. It is a very straightforward method and
widely used in PC fans and low-cost ESC. The
drawback is that if the load changes rapidly the
motor may go out of synchronization with the
controller, because of miscalculation of the
predicted commutation thus resulting of spindown of the motor or even locking into position.
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Normal operation of the BLDC motor depends on
the rotor position and it is necessary to control the
motor to obtain the smooth response of torque and
speed with less ripple content. The inductance effect
of the winding mainly influences the shape of the
trapezoidal back EMF and the rectangular stator
currents of the motor. The deviation of the stator
current from its ideal rectangular shape causes a
ripple in torque. This can lead to acoustic noise and
vibrations. Direct torque control (DTC) strategy is
used to attain the precise torque control in a BLDC
motor but it has a large torque ripple with constant
switching frequency [13]. The typical PI and PID
controllers are most commonly employed controllers
in the regulation of the BLDC motor speed and
torque. These controllers have a simple structure and
are easy to design. However, they do not provide
better response under load varying conditions, which
results in a poor dynamic response. In order to make
the response better FLC (Fuzzy logic controller) can
be used. It is a mathematical system that analyzes
analog input values in terms of logical variables that
are values between 0 and 1. They are used in cases
where normal “true”, ”false” statements are not
applicable. An Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
controller is also designed for regulation of the
BLDC motor. It is a powerful controller with large
handling data capability [14]. However, due to its
offline data training, it cannot give an accurate result.
In recent years, Firefly Algorithm (FA) has become
popular and considerable attention is paid to the FA.
FA is the most effective technique and it gives better
performance as compared to many optimization
techniques. This FA technique is used for solving the
various engineering problems. Debbarma et al.
(2014) proposed a new FOPID controller to solve the
automatic generation control problem in power
systems with the help of FA technique. In this paper,
Firefly Algorithm (FA) based FOPID controller is
proposed to obtain the smooth response of BLDC
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motor with less amount of ripple in torque and speed
[15], [16].
 Power selection
The maximum output power of the motor is
limited. In order to calculate its value, we need to take
into consideration the range in which the speed
changes and the limit of the torque load .If the selected
power is too small, the brushless DC motor will be
overloaded when load exceeds its rated output power,
and there will be motor heating, vibration, speed drop,
abnormal sound and other phenomena. When the
brushless DC motor is seriously overloaded, the motor
will be burned down. But if the selected power is too
large, it will cause economic waste. Therefore, it is
very important to choose a reasonable power for the
motor.
 Voltage selection
Voltage is supplied by an electronic switching
circuit controlled by the output of a position sensor.
Depending on the infrastructure and the use scenario
this step is also important. For example, in BLDC
used for lifting UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle)
depending on the size of the vehicle different source
voltages can be used. Of course, the larger the vehicle
the more powerful the motor must be, so the best
option is to select higher power supply voltage. This
will improve efficiency because less current will be
converted to heat loss. Of course, if higher voltage is
selected a larger battery must be used, resulting in a
heavier craft.
 Current selection
When choosing the peak current of the controller
and the rated peak input current of motor is known to
be 𝐼 (A) then the peak current 𝐼 = 2𝐼 , otherwise,
there is no engineering allowance for the output
current during the operation of the controller. If the
rated output power (or maximum output power) 𝑃 (W)
and driving voltage of the BLDC motor are known,
then the peak current can be calculated, according to
Eq. (2) [17]:
𝐼 ≥ 4 𝑃 ⁄𝑉 .

(2)
IV.

Conclusion

In this paper different types of BLDC motors are
presented and how they can be controlled using
mainly two different type of feedback – sensored
(hall-effect sensors) and sensorless (using feedback
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from the BEMF generated in one of the coils during
its none powered state) is discussed. With the help of
this information different parameters were discussed
in particular what needs to be considered when
choosing the correct BLDC controller. Most of the
parameters have to be considered during the design
phase of the project to fit its goals. Of course, it is a
good practice to reserve the system by picking higher
values of the described parameters, but there is a point
at which there are diminishing returns and in some
cases the reverse can happen, and the efficiency can
drop. So, it is important to pick values depending on
the project and make sure that price corresponds to the
efficiency and reliability.
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